Future thinking translates into energy efficiency

Electric cars, lightbulbs communicating, fuel-efficient heavy-duty vehicles all have moved from drawing board to market.

“Transport is one of the largest causes of greenhouse gas emissions, particularly in South Africa, which has a high ratio of cars, taxis, buses and trains all using fossil fuels,” says Barry Bredenkamp, General Manager Energy Efficiency for the South African National Energy Development Institute (SANEDI).

“Green fuels are being developed for diesel consumers, particularly buses and electric cars are moving from drawing boards to parking lots. Electric vehicles make sense economically, again when viewed over the life cycle of the car. The initial cost is outweighed by no services and a replacement of a battery every couple of years. Already carparks are installing electrical vehicle charging outlets and, what adds to their energy efficiency is that these are mostly solar powered, thus reducing electricity usage.

“The International Energy Agency (IEA) recently released its ‘Efficient World Scenario’, which highlights the potential for transport energy demand to remain flat between now and 2040, despite doubling activity levels. At an end-use level, the average passenger car could be as efficient as today’s best hybrids and over 40% of the global car fleet could be electrified. The annual rate of efficiency improvement for trucks can rise to 1.5% with current and planned policies, but in the Efficient World Scenario, the annual improvement rate could be over 2.5%. Non-road transport (aviation and shipping) could see annual efficiency improvements of 3% between now and 2040.

“The next big jump will be provided by LED lights. Essentially motherboards with a bulb, many of these lights are already marked as Li-Fi enabled. Li-Fi uses the light spectrum, as opposed to Wi-Fi, which uses the radio spectrum. This spectrum is already overcrowded across the world because of the rapid uptake of Wi-Fi. Li-Fi will be broader, faster and will enable anyone with an LED light to be able to connect to the world. Streetlights, traffic lights, shops, offices will all act as routers and this will change communication in ways we cannot even begin to imagine.

“What is needed is a radical change in human behaviour – one that looks at the long term effects of purchasing an item versus the immediate costs, that weighs up our children’s air quality against coal power stations; that understands that reducing water and waste also contributes to energy efficiency,” concludes Bredenkamp.
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About SANEDI
The South African government established the South African National Energy Development Institute (SANEDI) to direct, monitor and conduct applied energy R&D, demonstration and deployment, as well as to undertake specific measures to promote the uptake of green energy and energy efficiency in South Africa. Its mission is to use applied and energy research and resource efficiency to develop innovative, integrated solutions that will
catalyse growth and prosperity to meet its vision of sustainable living for growth and prosperity in Africa. For more information, go to www.sacccs.org.za.